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Jussi Adler-
Olsen

Redemption: 
Department Q #3

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Two boys, brothers, wake tied and bound in a boathouse by the sea. Their kidnapper 
has gone, but soon he will return. Their bonds are inescapable. But there is a bottle 
and tar to seal it. Paper and a splinter for writing; blood for ink. A message begging 
for help... Her husband will not tell the truth: where he goes, what he does, how long 
he will be away. For days on end she waits and when he returns she must endure his 
wants, his moods, his threats. But enough is enough. She will find out the truth, no 
matter the cost to him - or to herself. In Copenhagen's cold cases division Carl Morck 
has received a bottle. It holds an old and decayed message, written in blood. It is a cry 
for help from two boys. Is it real? Who are they and why weren't they reported 
missing? Can they possibly still be alive? 

M C Beaton Death of Yesterday: 
Hamish Macbeth 
#28

Hb $35.95 $32.35 When a local woman tells Sergeant Hamish Macbeth that she doesn't remember what 
happened the previous evening, he doesn't begin to worry. She had been out drinking, 
after all, and he'd prefer not to be bothered with such an arrogant and annoying 
woman. But when her body is discovered, Hamish is forced to investigate a crime that 
the only known witness - now dead - had forgotten. 

Harry Bingham Talking to the Dead: 
Fiona Griffiths #1

Pb $19.99 $18.00 It's DC Fiona Griffiths' first murder case - and she's in at the deep end. A woman and 
her six-year-old daughter killed with chilling brutality in a dingy flat. The only clue: 
the platinum bank card of a long-dead tycoon, found amidst the squalor. DC Griffiths 
has already proved herself dedicated to the job, but there's another side to her she is 
less keen to reveal. Something to do with a mysterious two-year gap in her CV, her 
strange inability to cry - and a disconcerting familiarity with corpses. Fiona is 
desperate to put the past behind her but as more gruesome killings follow, the case 
leads her inexorably back into those dark places in her own mind where another dead 
girl is waiting to be found... 

S J Bolton Like This For Ever: 
Lacey Flint #3

Tp $32.95 $29.65 Bright red. Like rose petals. Or rubies. Or balloons. Little red droplets. Barney knows 
the killer will strike again soon. The victim will be another boy, just like him. He will 
drain the body of blood, and leave it on a Thames beach. There will be no clues for 
detectives Dana Tulloch and Mark Joesbury to find. There will be no warning about 
who will be next. There will be no good reason for Lacey Flint to become involved... 
And no chance that she can stay away. 

Mary Higgins 
Clark

Daddy's Gone A-
Hunting

Tp $29.99 $27.00 Hannah Connelly, a twenty-eight-year old designer and rising star in the fashion 
world, is plunged into a web of horror and grief when she learns that Connelly Fine 
Reproductions, the family owned furniture business founded by her grandfather, has 
been levelled by an explosion in the middle of the night. Everything has been 
destroyed - the warehouse, the showrooms, and the mansion where priceless antiques 
have been on permanent display. Worse, to escape the flames, Hannah's younger 
sister, Kate, had jumped from a window and is now hospitalized in a medically 
induced coma, suffering from life-threatening injuries. The fire marshal on the scene 
is openly suspicious that someone, maybe even Kate, intentionally planned the 
explosion. Agonized with worry, Hannah can't understand why Kate would be in the 
warehouse at that hour of the night. What Hannah does not know is that Kate is most 
at risk from the people who have access to her in the hospital room. One of them is 
determined not to let her regain consciousness. That person is out to thwart Hannah, 
too, as she pursues her quest for the truth. 
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Harlan Coben Six Years Tp $32.99 $29.70 Six years have passed since Jake Sanders watched Natalie, the love of his life, marry 
another man. But six years haven't come close to extinguishing his feelings, and when 
Jake comes across Todd's obituary, he can't keep himself away from the funeral. There 
he gets the glimpse of Todd's wife he's hoping for... but she is not Natalie. Whoever 
the mourning widow is, she's been married to Todd for more than a decade, and with 
that fact everything Jake thought he knew about the best time of his life - a time he 
has never gotten over - is turned completely inside out. As Jake searches for the truth, 
his picture-perfect memories of Natalie begin to unravel. Mutual friends of the couple 
either can't be found or don't remember Jake. No one has seen Natalie in years. Jake's 
search for the woman who broke his heart - and who lied to him - soon puts his very 
life at risk as it dawns on him that the man he has become may be based on carefully 
constructed fiction.

Alex Connor Isle of the Dead Tp $29.99 $27.00 In 15th century Venice it is a dangerous time to be alive. A permanent winter has 
rolled in over the canals and bodies keep washing up on the banks of the city. These 
bodies are especially hard to identify, since they have been skinned. In the present 
day, a famous portrait by Titian has been discovered. Its subject: the 15th century 
suspected murderer Angelico Vespucci. The skins of Vespucci's victims were never 
found, so his guilt was never proven. Although it is rumoured that when the portrait 
arises, so will the man. And when flayed bodies start turning up all over the world, it 
looks like this is more than just a superstition. A murderer has been called back to life, 
and he is hungry for revenge. 

Cathy Cook The Agatha Christie 
Miscellany

Hb $22.99 $20.70 This miscellany will explore the fascinating and enigmatic world created by the 
undisputed 'Queen of Crime', Agatha Christie. Examining her place in literary history, 
her books and her iconic characters, including Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple, this 
unique collection will feature all of the facts, trivia and quotes that feature in 
Christie's legendary stories and the subsequent film and television adaptations. The 
Agatha Christie Miscellany will also delve into the secrets, mysteries and tricks that 
made her the most sensational and successful mystery writer of her time. How is it 
that she managed to keep us guessing the murderer until the very end? We look at 
her life and the influences it had on her writing. There is a book-by-book analysis 
giving the key clues (and the red herrings!), the method of murder, as well as other 
interesting facts and trivia that will help you get even more enjoyment from her 
stories. Entertaining and informative this miscellany will, above all, unravel the 
secrets of Agatha Christie's phenomenal success. 

Roberto 
Costantini

The Deliverance of 
Evil

Tp $29.95 $26.95 On 11 July 1982, Elisa Sordi was beautiful. Commissario Michele Balistreri was fearless. 
Italy was victorious. A killer was waiting...On 9 July 2006, with Sordi's case twenty-
four years cold, and Balistreri haunted by guilt and regret, Italian victory returned. 
And so did Sordi's killer... But this time Michele Balistreri would be ready. This time he 
would fear no evil. 

Robert Crais Taken: Elvis Cole 
#12

Pb $19.99 $18.00 When the police tell a wealthy industrialist that her missing son has faked his own 
kidnapping, she hires Elvis Cole and Joe Pike?and Cole soon determines that it was no 
fake. The boy and his secret girlfriend have been taken, and are now lost in the gray 
and changing world of the professional border kidnappers, who prey not only on 
innocent victims but also on one another?buying, selling, and stealing victims like 
commodities.Fortunately, the kidnappers don?t yet know who the boy is, but when 
Cole goes undercover to try to buy the two of them back, he himself is taken, and 
disappears. Now it is up to Pike to retrace Cole's steps, burning through the hard and 
murderous world of human traffickers... before it is too late. 
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Julia Crouch Tarnished Tp $29.99 $27.00 Peg always felt a little blurred, a little lacking in definition. Her mother died when she 
was six, her father simply disappeared, and she was brought up by her grandparents 
and her obese, bedridden aunt. But, despite all this, she never developed the habit of 
asking questions. At least, not until she met Loz, her straight-talking, 
psychotherapeutically literate girlfriend, who urges her to confront her demons. But 
as the skeletons come tumbling out of the family closet and the full horror of the past 
begins to reveal itself, Peg starts to wonder whether her youthful lack of curiousity 
might not have been a good thing. A very good thing indeed... 

Charles 
Cumming

A Foreign Country Pb $19.99 $18.00 Six weeks before she is due to take up her position as the first female head of MI6, 
Amelia Levene vanishes without a trace. Her disappearance is the gravest crisis MI6 
has faced for more than a decade. There has been no ransom demand, no word from 
foreign intelligence services, no hint of a defection. Should news of Levene's 
disappearance leak out, the consequences would be catastrophic. But for disgraced 
MI6 officer Thomas Kell, the crisis offers a chance for redemption. He is approached 
by his former employers and ordered to find her. Kell's search takes him first to 
France, then North Africa, where he discovers an extraordinary secret hidden deep in 
Levene's past. It is a secret that could fatally compromise Britain's national security - 
and for which Kell could pay with his life. This is another first-rate intelligent thriller 
which will cement Cumming's reputation as one of the most engaging British 
novelists writing today. 

Clive Cussler The Thief: Isaac Bell 
#5

Pb $19.99 $18.00 On the ocean liner Mauretania, two European scientists with a dramatic new 
invention are barely rescued from abduction by the Van Dorn Detective Agency's 
intrepid chief investigator, Isaac Bell. Unfortunately, they are not so lucky the second 
time. The thugs attack again-and this time one of the scientists dies. What are they 
holding that is so precious? Only something that will revolutionize business and 
popular culture-and perhaps something more. For war clouds are looming, and a 
ruthless espionage agent has spotted a priceless opportunity to give the Germans an 
edge. It is up to Isaac Bell to figure out who he is, what he is up to, and stop him. But 
he may already be too late... 

Laura DiSilverio Malled to Death: 
Mall Cop #3

Pb $13.50 $12.15 With a famous action star for a father, mall cop EJ Ferris is used to the Hollywood 
hullabaloo. But when her mall becomes his movie set, the cameramen aren't the only 
ones who start shooting... Protecting the shoppers at the Fernglen Galleria may not be 
EJ's dream job, but neither is working for her father's film production company. That's 
why EJ is less than thrilled when her dad arranges to shoot his upcoming film,  Mafia 
Mistress, in her mall. With the arrival of the movie entourage, EJ suddenly has more 
than shoplifting teens to worry about. Bombarded by overeager assistants and fan 
mail, EJ's famous father makes for an easy target - especially after a scare involving a 
gun loaded with blanks. Zoe, the prop master, blames herself for the mistake. But 
when a real bullet is fired and Zoe is killed, Fernglen Galleria is shaken by more than 
just Hollywood drama. Cut the cameras - there's a real gunman on the loose...

Sabine Durrant Under Your Skin Pb $27.99 $25.20 This morning, I found a body. Soon the police will arrest me for murder. And after 
that my life will fall apart. Gaby Mortimer is the woman who has it all. But everything 
changes when she finds a body on the common near her home. Because the evidence 
keeps leading back to her. And the police seem sure she's guilty... This is an 
unpredictable, exquisitely twisty story, which proves that there are only three rules in 
life that mean anything: Assume nothing. Believe no one. Check everything. 

Elanor Dymott Every Contact 
Leaves A Trace

Pb $19.95 $17.95 If you were to ask me to tell you about my wife, I would have to warn you at the 
outset that I don't know a great deal about her. Or at least, not as much as I thought I 
did...'. Alex is a solitary London lawyer who is deeply in love with his beautiful wife, 
Rachel. When Rachel is brutally murdered one Midsummer Night in Oxford, all of his 
happiness vanishes. Shrouded in shock and grief, he returns to Oxford that winter and 
begins to try to piece together the mystery surrounding Rachel's death, discovering in 
her wake a tangled web of sex and jealousy, of would-be lovers and spiteful friends, of 
blackmail, and of revenge.
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Kate Ellis Watching the 
Ghosts: Joe 
Plantagenet #4

Pb $24.95 $22.45 DI Joe Plantagenet investigates a house with a disturbing past in the fourth of this 
popular police procedural series. Boothgate House has a sinister past. Once an asylum 
for the insane, serial killer Peter Brockmeister was sent there on his release from 
prison in 1978. Three years later, it closed, and Brockmeister died in mysterious 
circumstances. Solicitor Melanie Hawkes is investigating the suspicious events when 
her young daughter is kidnapped. Meanwhile, Boothgate House resident Lydia 
Brookes is burgled. And why is a paranormal researcher fascinated by the building's 
basement? As Joe uncovers the appalling truth, he faces an evil that threatens those 
closest to him - and puts his own life in jeopardy. 

Zoe Ferraris Kingdom of 
Shadows: Katya 
Hijazi #3

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Ibrahim Al-Brehm is a respectable husband a police inspector on Jeddah's murder 
squad. But for the past year, he has been having an affair with a woman named Maria. 
One day though, she disappears. Terrified and with nowhere else to turn, Ibrahim 
goes to Katya, one of the few women on the force. As she ventures into Saudi Arabia's 
underworld, she uncovers a murder which connects Maria to a human trafficking ring. 
Soon Ibrahim realises that the killer is closer to home than he had ever imagined. 
Kingdom of Strangers is a suspenseful story of murder and deception among Saudi 
Arabia's shaded alleys, gleaming compounds and vast lonely deserts. 

Robert Galbraith The Cuckoo's 
Calling: Strike #1

Tp $29.99 $27.00 When a troubled model falls to her death from a snow-covered Mayfair balcony, it is 
assumed that she has committed suicide. However, her brother has his doubts, and 
calls in private investigator Cormoran Strike to look into the case. A war veteran, 
wounded both physically and psychologically, Strike's life is in disarray. The case gives 
him a financial lifeline, but it comes at a personal cost: the more he delves into the 
young model's complex world, the darker things get - and the closer he gets to 
terrible danger. 

John M Green The Trusted Pb $24.99 $22.50 How far would you go to save the planet? Would you destroy it? Imagine a global 
depression caused, not by greed or stupidity, but by a secret band of brilliant and 
radical environmentalists, 9S, using cyber-terror to slash the world’s population and 
smash its resource-hungry economy. Members of 9S have spent ten years secretly 
infiltrating industry and government, working themselves into the most trusted jobs 
in the world...sleepers ready to act. When the first global catastrophe erupts, the 
finger points at Australian-born Dr Tori Swyft, a former 9S member recently forced 
out of the CIA. Can the dark 9S conspiracy be stopped before it’s too late? They are the 
most trusted...

M R Hall The Flight: Jenny 
Cooper #4

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Coroner Jenny Cooper returns in her most explosive journey yet. When Flight 189 
plunges into the Seven Estuary, Coroner Jenny Cooper finds herself handling the case 
of a lone sailor whose boat appears to have been sunk by the stricken plane, and 
drawn into the mysterious fate of a ten year-old girl, Amy Patterson, a passenger on 
189, whose largely unmarked body is washed up alongside his. While a massive and 
highly secretive operation is launched to recover clues from the wreckage, Jenny 
begins to ask questions the official investigation doesn't want answered. How could 
such a high tech plane - virtually impregnable against human error - fail? What linked 
the high powered passengers who found themselves on this ill-fated flight? And how 
did Amy Patterson survive the crash, only to perish hours later? Under pressure from 
Amy's grieving mother, and opposed by those at the very highest levels of 
government, Jenny must race against time to seek the truth behind this terrible 
disaster, before it can happen again... 
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Paul Harper Pacific Heights: 
Marten Fane #1

Pb $19.99 $18.00 A couple meets in a seedy hotel room for an illicit affair, the rules of which are simple: 
no names, no personal details, the specifics of their lives off-limits. It's all very 
exciting to Lore Cha - the wife of a successful Silicon Valley entrepreneur - who thinks 
their forbidden meetings are exactly the escape she's been looking for: every single 
detail is as she imagined. But that's the problem. Phillip Krey anticipates every 
thought before she has it. He plays out her untold fantasies down to the last detail. 
His insights are beyond intuitive; it's as if he has access into her mind. Across town, 
Elise Currin, wife to one of San Francisco's most powerful businessmen, is also seeing 
Krey, and is slowly being driven insane by his ability to tap in to her most private 
desires. When it's revealed that these women are also seeing the same therapist, a 
chilling scenario unfolds, and the quiet, plotting detective Marten Fane is called in. 
Slowly Fane uncovers a plot that goes beyond Krey to reveal a powerful private 
sector, secret government involvement, and one of the most elaborate psychological ex

Mo Hayder Poppet: Jack Caffery 
#6

Tp $32.95 $29.65 The Maude is outside. It wants to come in. It wants to sit on your chest. The mentally 
ill patients in Amberly Secure Unit are highly suggestible. A hallucination can spread 
like a virus. When unexplained power cuts lead to a series of horrifying incidents, fear 
spreads from the inmates to the staff. Amidst the growing hysteria, AJ, a senior 
psychiatric nurse, is desperate to protect his charges. Detective Inspector Jack Caffery 
is looking for the corpse of a missing woman. He knows all too well how it feels to fail 
to find a loved one's body. When AJ seeks Caffery's help in investigating the trouble at 
Amberly, each man must face a bitter truth in his own life. Before staring pure evil in 
the eye. 

Anne Holt The Blind Goddess: 
Hanne Wilhelmsen 
#1

Pb $19.99 $18.00 A drug dealer is battered to death in the outskirts of Oslo. A young Dutch student, 
covered in blood, walks aimlessly through the streets of central Oslo. He is taken into 
custody, but refuses to speak. Five days later a shady criminal lawyer called Hans 
Olsen is murdered. The two deaths don't seem related, but Detective Inspector Hanne 
Wilhelmsen is unconvinced. Soon, she uncovers a link between the bodies: Olsen 
defended the drug dealer. But there are powerful forces working against Hanne; a 
conspiracy that reaches far beyond a crooked lawyer and a small-time dealer. The 
investigation will take her into the offices of the most powerful men in Norway - and 
even put her own life at risk... 

Lisa Jackson You Don't Want to 
Know

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Two years ago, Ava Garrison's cherished two-year-old son Noah disappeared from a 
house full of party guests. There was no ransom demand; his body was never found. 
Most people assumed that Noah drowned after falling off the dock of their Church 
Island home into the Pacific Ocean. Ava, wracked with grief, has been in and out of 
mental institutions since that night. Back on the family estate now, though, Ava is 
having strangely lifelike visions - visions of Noah on the dock, or in his nursery. 
Visions that seem to be urging her to risk her own life. Ava doesn't trust anyone now. 
Not her husband. Not her cousins. Not the servants her wealth is paying for, or the 
new handyman who always seems to be there when she leaves the island. They know 
more than they are saying. They appear to be anxious about her well-being. But the 
truth is more dangerous than Ava can imagine; and the price is higher than she ever 
thought to pay.

Quintin Jardine Deadly Business: 
Primavera 
Blackstone #4

Tp $32.99 $29.70 It's the Fiesta de San Juan in Spain, the national celebration of the Summer Solstice, 
and there's much excitement about a huge firework display in the village of St Marti. 
But Primavera Blackstone is more inflamed by the appearance of a mysterious writer, 
Duncan Culshaw, who is determined to rake through the ashes of her past. And when 
extortion and blackmail are mentioned, Primavera realises the heat is on. Duncan has 
his fingers burned, playing fast and loose with the fiercely protective Prim, but when 
he marries a dying woman for her money, threatening the inheritance of Prim's son 
Tom, things are going to get explosive... 
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Iris Johansen Sleep No More: Eve 
Duncan #12

Pb $13.50 $12.50  Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan knows what it's like to be haunted by the past. But 
now, she can't shake the feeling that there is someone close to her who needs her 
more than ever. When her mother, Sandra, asks for help in finding a missing woman 
named Beth Avery, Eve senses there is more to Sandra's story than she's saying. Beth 
has disappeared from a mental hospital where she has been incarcerated for years. 
But why is Sandra so concerned about this missing woman? Finally Sandra reveals the 
shocking truth. Beth is Sandra's daughter. Eve's half-sister. And all of them could be in 
very grave danger.  It's a race against time as Eve enlists the help of rogue FBI profiler 
Kendra Michaels to try and find Beth. Being lost isn't Beth's only problem. As her 
awareness returns after so many years being locked up and drugged, a sinister plot 
with deep family roots comes to the surface threatening to destroy her and everyone 
around her.

Doug Johnstone Gone Again Tp $29.99 $27.00 As Mark Douglas photographs a pod of whales stranded in the waters off Edinburgh's 
Portobello Beach, he is called by his son's school: his wife, Lauren, hasn't turned up to 
collect their son. Calm at first, Mark collects Nathan and takes him home but as the 
hours slowly crawl by he increasingly starts to worry. With brilliantly controlled 
reveals, we learn some of the painful secrets of the couple's shared past, not least that 
it isn't the first time Lauren has disappeared. And as Mark struggles to care for his son 
and shield him from the truth of what's going on, the police seem dangerously short 
of leads. That is, until a shocking discovery... 

Mari Jungstedt Dark Angel: 
Inspector Anders 
Knutas #6

Pb $19.95 $17.95 Inspector Anders Knutas is back in the sixth instalment of Mari Jungstedt's dark and 
compelling series of crime novels, set on the island of Gotland. This crime adventure 
builds on the already strong series, which combines chilling atmosphere, razor sharp 
plot twists and a brilliant cast of subtly crafted characters. In The Dark Angel , 
Jungstedt's writing is as thrilling and poignant as ever, ensuring that Knutas will 
continue to have the reader gripped from start to finish. After the glamorous party 
planner Viktor Algard is found murdered at one of his own glitzy events, Inspector 
Knutas has several leads to follow. But his investigation uncovers a terrifying trail of 
abuse which forces Knutas to confront his own demons, and has devastating 
consequences for TV journalist Johan Berg and his new wife, Emma. 

Joseph Kanon Istanbul Passage Pb $16.99 $15.30 A neutral capital straddling Europe and Asia, Istanbul has spent the war as a magnet 
for refugees and spies. Even American businessman Leon Bauer has been drawn into 
this shadow world, doing undercover odd jobs and courier runs for the Allied war 
effort. Now, as the espionage community begins to pack up and an apprehensive city 
prepares for the grim realities of post-war life, he is given one more assignment, a 
routine job that goes fatally wrong, plunging him into a tangle of intrigue and moral 
confusion. Leon's attempt to save one life leads to a desperate manhunt and a maze of 
shifting loyalties that threatens his own. Istanbul Passage is the story of a man swept 
up in the aftermath of war, an unexpected love affair, and a city as deceptive as the 
calm surface waters of the Bosphorus that divides it. 

Michael Kardos The Three Day 
Affair

Tp $29.99 $27.00 Will, Jeffrey, and Nolan have been friends since college. They have no reason to 
believe anything extraordinary will befall them. Until one shocking moment changes 
everything. One night on a drive they stop at a convenience store for Jeffrey to pick 
up cigarettes. Within moments, Jeffrey comes out of the store dragging a young 
woman with him. He shoves her into Will's car and shouts a single word: Drive! 
Shaken and confused, Will obeys. Suddenly three ordinary men find themselves 
completely out of their element, holding a young girl hostage without the slightest 
idea of what to do next. They are already guilty of kidnapping and robbery; it is only a 
matter of time before they find out what else they're capable of. For these four people, 
three days will decide their fate - between freedom and prison, innocence and guilt, 
life and death. 
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Lars Kepler The Nightmare: 
Detective Inspector 
Joona Linna #2

Pb $19.99 $18.00 He knows your darkest dreams. Then he makes them come true. Stockholm, Sweden 
On a summer's evening a young woman's body is discovered aboard an abandoned 
boat. The likely cause of death is drowning, but her clothes are completely dry. A man 
is found hung in his apartment. His death looks like suicide, although there is nothing 
to climb on to reach the ceiling. On the surface the deaths seem unconnected but 
Detective Inspector Joona Linna suspects something more sinister. He discovers that 
the woman is the sister of Penelope Fernandez, spokesperson for a peace organisation. 
The hanging man is Carl Palmcrona, General Director of a Swedish Arms committee. A 
killer is at large with more targets suspected. Contracts have been broken and blood 
will be shed. The one certainty is that only Joona Linna can stop the Nightmare. 

Philip Kerr A Man Without a 
Breath: Bernie 
Gunther #9

Tp $29.99 $27.00 It is winter, 1943. Bernie Gunther has left the Criminal Police and is working for the 
German War Crimes Bureau based in Berlin. Reports have been circulating of a mass 
grave hidden in a wood near Smolensk. The grave's whereabouts are uncertain until, 
deep in the Katyn Forest, a wolf digs up some human remains. Rumour has it that the 
grave is full of Polish officers murdered by the Russians - a war crime that is perfect 
propaganda for Germany. But it needs a detective of subtle skill to investigate this 
horrific discovery. Cue Bernie Gunther... 

Raymond 
Khoury

Second Time 
Around: Reilly & 
Chaykin #4

Pb $19.99 $18.00 What if there was a herb, previously lost to history in the jungles of Central America, 
capable of inducing an experience so momentous it might shake the very foundations 
of Western civilisation? What if powerful forces on both sides of the law got wind of 
that herb, and launched a violent, uncompromising pursuit to be the first to exploit it? 
And what if FBI agent Sean Reilly and his girlfriend, Tess Chaykin, were, unknowingly, 
the only two people who could keep the lid on this existential Pandora's box, one 
that's capable of destabilizing the world? Sean and Tess find themselves in a race-
against the clock, against drug kingpins, and even against the government, as they 
follow two divergent trails, one several hundred years old, the other as current as a 
heartbeat, which together may lead humanity to the brink of annihilation. 

Donna Leon The Golden Egg: 
Guido Brunetti #22

Tp $29.95 $26.95 When making routine enquiries into a possible bribery case that could embarrass the 
mayor - a humiliation Vice-Questore Patta is very keen to avoid - Commissario 
Brunetti receives a call from his wife, Paola, who is very upset. The middle-aged deaf 
mute with the mental age of a child who helped out at the Brunetti's dry cleaners has 
been found dead - an 'accidental' overdose of his mother's sleeping pills - and Paola is 
distraught by the news. To the neighbourhood he was just the 'boy' who helped out, 
but nobody knew much about him - not even his name. That a soul could have lived 
such a joyless life is too much for Paola to bear, and she asks Guido if he can find out 
what happened. It is a surprise to Brunetti just how little was known about this man-
child - there are no official records to show he even existed. The man's mother is 
angry and contradictory when questioned about his death, and Brunetti senses that 
there much more to the story than she is willing to tell. With the help of Inspector 
Vianello and Signorina Elettra, perhaps Brunetti can get to the truth and find some 
solace. 

Elmore Leonard Raylan: Raylan 
Givens #3

Pb $19.99 $18.00 US Marshal Raylan Givens is back in action, this time with a federal warrant to serve 
on a dope dealer named Angel Arenas, a man 'born in the U.S. but a hundred percent 
of him Hispanic'. The state troopers are impressed when the marshal struts into the 
convict's hotel room without drawing his gun, but Raylan soon finds that Angel's 
already been the victim of another crime, one that's way bigger than a few pot plants, 
and clearly the work of a professional... 
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John Lescroart The Hunter: Wyatt 
Hunt #3

Pb $15.95 $14.35 The answer is murder, and urged on by curiosity and the mysterious texter, Hunt 
takes on a case he never knew existed, one that has lain unsolved for decades. His 
family's dark past unfurls in dead ends. Child Protective Services, who suspected but 
never could prove that Hunt was being neglected, is uninformed; his birth father, 
twice tried but never convicted of the murder, is in hiding; Evie, his mother's drug-
addicted religious fanatic of a friend, is untraceable. And who is the texter, and how is 
this person connected to Hunt? Yet in the present, time is running out. The texter, 
who insists the killer is out there, refuses to be identified. The cat-and-mouse game 
leads Hunt across the country and eventually to places far more exotic - and far more 
dangerous. As the chase escalates, so does the threat, for the killer has a secret that 
can only be trusted to the grave. Thriller master John Lescroart weaves a shocking, 
suspenseful tale about the skeletons inside family closets... and the mortal danger 
outside the front door. 

John Locke Now and Then: 
Donovan Creed #4

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Donovan Creed was once an assassin for the CIA. Now he's a freelance killer who 
works for anyone who can pay - and double crosses anyone who can't. He's just stolen 
billions of dollars from two of the world's most lethal criminals, and he'll be spending 
it on a romantic Florida vacation with the gorgeous Rachel. He's looking forward to a 
quiet holiday, without any trouble. But after a week of fire ants, bi-polar girlfriends, 
rabid squirrels, homicidal maniacs, faith healers and pirates, Creed just has to admit 
that trouble has a knack of finding him, wherever he is.

John Locke Wish List: Donovan 
Creed #5

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Buddy Pancake is one of life's losers. So imagine his surprise when he fills in a form on 
a wish fulfilment website, and days later is hooking up with the hottest actress in 
Hollywood. But as Buddy will discover, you have to read the small print in life. Yes, 
he's got his wish, but there are terms and conditions attached. When he finds out the 
gruesome price he must pay to the criminal masterminds behind the Wish List, he 
knows there's only one man he can call: Donovan Creed. What follows is a dizzying 
thriller of fast action and furious re-action, as the consequences of getting what you 
wish for begin to spiral out of control... 

John Locke A Girl Like You: 
Donovan Creed #6

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Rachel Case went to the doctor for a routine blood donation. Now she is the most 
valuable woman in history. For Rachel possesses a unique gene - a marker that holds 
the key to protecting the world from a pandemic that could wipe out humanity. The 
government are desperate for Rachel's DNA. So desperate, they've sent in a squad to 
take her to a top-secret, high-security facility. Only Donovan Creed, killer-for-hire and 
Rachel's lover, can free her. But only Rachel's husband Sam knows where she is. And 
he hates Creed with a passion... 

David Mark Dark Winter: Aector 
McAvoy #1

Pb $19.99 $18.00 A series of suspicious deaths have rocked Hull, a port city in England as old and 
mysterious as its bordering sea. They have captured the attention of Detective 
Sergeant Aector McAvoy, whose notices a pattern missed by his fellow officers, who 
would rather get a quick arrest than bother themselves with finding the true killer. 
Torn between his police duties and his aching desire to spend more time with his 
pregnant wife and young son, McAvoy is an unlikely hero: a physically imposing man 
far more comfortable exploring computer databases than throwing around his muscle. 
Compelled by his keen sense of justice, he decides to strike out alone - but in the 
depths of the dark winter, it's difficult to forget what happened the last time he found 
himself on the wrong side of a killer's blade... 

Andy 
McDermott

The Persona 
Protocol: Adam 
Grey #1

Tp $29.99 $27.00 Adam Gray is the ultimate spy. As the lead agent of the US government's top-secret 
Persona project, he is its most valuable weapon in the War on Terror. Experimental 
technology enables him to take on the personality - and memories - of anyone; be it a 
Russian arms dealer, a high-stakes gambler or a nuclear scientist. Whatever secrets 
they know, he knows. But the most dangerous secrets of all... are his own. When 
Adam hunts a terrorist plotting to murder millions, he begins to realise that, although 
he can delve into the minds of others, his own memories are a mystery. Hidden in his 
past is the key to a deadly conspiracy - and its masterminds will stop at nothing to 
conceal their crimes... 
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Claire McGowan The Lost Tp $29.99 $27.00 Not everyone who's missing is lost When two teenage girls go missing along the Irish 
border, forensic psychologist Paula Maguire has to return to the hometown she left 
years before. Swirling with rumour and secrets, the town is gripped by fear of a serial 
killer. But the truth could be even darker. Not everyone who's lost wants to be found 
Surrounded by people and places she tried to forget, Paula digs into the cases as the 
truth twists further away. What's the link with two other disappearances from 1985? 
And why does everything lead back to the town's dark past- including the reasons her 
own mother went missing years before? Nothing is what it seems As the shocking 
truth is revealed, Paula learns that sometimes, it's better not to find what you've lost. 

Denise Mina Gods and Beasts: 
Alex Morrow #3

Pb $19.99 $18.00 A grandfather brutally murdered in a post office raid. A corrupt politician fighting for 
his future. A police force up for sale. Three crimes leading to one question - who really 
runs Glasgow? Recently returned to work after the birth of her twins, DS Alex 
Morrow is called in to head the murder enquiry. The grandfather had helped the 
gunmen before being shot - was as it a moment of madness, a noble act of self-
sacrifice, or did the old man and his killer share a dark past? One city, three crimes 
and a powerful connection that runs from Glasgow's dark criminal underworld to the 
international spheres of the super rich. 

Richard 
Montanari

The Killing Room: 
Balzano & Byrne #6

Pb $19.99 $18.00 In the heart of Philadelphia's badlands, Homicide Detectives Byrne and Balzano are 
called out to a particularly chilling crime scene. Once the pillar of the neighbourhood, 
an abandoned church has become a killing room. At first it looks like a random act of 
violence. But then a second body is found, and a third. Each crime scene more 
disturbing than the last, each murder more brutal. And it soon becomes horrifyingly 
clear that a cold, calculating and terrifyingly precise mind is at work. With very few 
leads, and a mastermind who always seems to be one step ahead, Byrne and Balzano 
are faced with challenges they could never have imagined as they race against time to 
hunt down their killer, before it's too late... 

Jo Nesbo The Bat: Harry Hole 
#1

Pb $19.95 $17.95 Harry is out of his depth. Detective Harry Hole is meant to keep out of trouble. A 
young Norwegian girl taking a gap year in Sydney has been murdered, and Harry has 
been sent to Australia to assist in any way he can. He's not supposed to get too 
involved. When the team unearths a string of unsolved murders and disappearances, 
nothing will stop Harry from finding out the truth. The hunt for a serial killer is on, 
but the murderer will talk only to Harry. He might just be the next victim. Appearing 
in English for the first time, The Bat is the legendary first novel from the worldwide 
phenomenon Jo Nesbo. 

Stuart Neville Stolen Souls: Jack 
Lennon 
Investigation #3

Pb $19.95 $17.95 Gayla's only hope is about to turn into her worst nightmare. Tricked into coming to 
Ireland with the offer of a good job, all Gayla wants to do now is run. As far and as 
fast as she can. Because her captors are close behind her, and they want her dead - no 
matter what. Two people are hunting her... Crime lord Arturus Strazdas has never had 
a woman he hasn't paid for and never had a friend who wasn't afraid of him. Now his 
brother is dead, and he's determined to find - and destroy - the woman responsible... 
And neither one will rest till she is dead On the other side of the city, Detective 
Inspector Lennon wants a quiet Christmas with his six year old daughter. But as the 
bodies start to mount up, he finds himself in a desperate race to save a woman's life, 
and track down two very dangerous killers. 
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Gregg Olsen The Fear Collector Pb $19.99 $18.00 Ted Bundy. America's most notorious serial killer. For two women, he is the ultimate 
obsession. One is cop whose sister may have been one of Bundy's victims. The other is 
a deranged groupie who corresponded with Bundy in prison - and raised her son to 
finish what he started. To charm and seduce innocent girls. To kidnap and brutalize 
more women than any serial killer in history. And to lure one obsessed cop into a trap 
as sick and demented as Bundy himself... 

Andrew Pyper The Demonologist Tp $29.99 $27.00 Professor David Ullman's expertise in the literature of the demonic - notably Milton's 
Paradise Lost - has won him wide acclaim. But David is not a believer. One afternoon 
he receives a visitor at his campus office, a strikingly thin woman who offers him an 
invitation: travel to Venice, Italy, witness a phenomenon, and offer his professional 
opinion, in return for an extravagant sum of money. Needing a fresh start, David 
accepts and heads to Italy with his beloved twelve-year-old daughter Tess. What 
happens in Venice will send David on an unimaginable journey from skeptic to true 
believer, as he opens himself up to the possibility that demons really do exist. In a 
terrifying quest guided by symbols and riddles from the pages of Paradise Lost, David 
attempts to rescue his daughter from the Unnamed - a demonic entity that has chosen 
him as its messenger. 

Kate Rhodes Crossbones Yard: 
Alice Quentin #1

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Alice Quentin is a psychologist with some painful family secrets, but she has a good 
job, a good-looking boyfriend, and excellent coping skills, even when that job includes 
evaluating a convicted killer who's about to be released from prison. One of the 
highlights of her day is going for a nice, long run around her beloved London - it's 
impossible to fret or feel guilty about your mother or brother when you're 
concentrating on your breathing - until she stumbles upon a dead body at a former 
graveyard for prostitutes, Crossbones Yard. The dead woman's wounds are alarmingly 
similar to the signature style of Ray and Marie Benson, who tortured and killed 
thirteen women before they were caught and sent to jail. Five of their victims were 
never found. That was six years ago, and the last thing Alice wants to do is to enter 
the sordid world of the Bensons or anyone like them. But when the police ask for her 
help in building a psychological profile of the new murderer, she finds that the killer - 
and the danger to her and the people she cares about - may already be closer than she 
ever imagined. 

J D Robb Delusion in Death: 
In Death #35

Pb $19.99 $18.00 It was just another after-work happy-hour bar downtown, where business 
professionals unwound with a few drinks... until something went terribly wrong. And 
after twelve minutes of chaos and violence, eighty people lay dead. Lieutenant Eve 
Dallas is trying to sort out the inexplicable events. Surviving witnesses talk about 
seeing things - monsters and swarms of bees. They describe sudden, overwhelming 
feelings of fear and rage and paranoia. When forensics gives its report, the mass 
delusions make more sense: It appears the bar patrons were exposed to a cocktail of 
chemicals and illegal drugs that could drive anyone to temporary insanity - if not kill 
them outright. But that doesn't explain who would unleash such horror - or why. And 
if Eve can't figure it out fast, it could happen again, anytime, anywhere. Because it's 
airborne... 

Olen Steinhauer An American Spy: 
Milo Weaver #3

Pb $19.99 $18.00 Milo Weaver is still haunted by his last job. As an expert assassin for the Department 
of Tourism, an ultra-secret group of super-spooks buried deep in the corridors of the 
CIA, he fought to keep himself sane in a paranoid and amoral profession. Now, the 
Department has been destroyed, and with it Weaver's livelihood. Finally he can spend 
time with his family - without constantly looking over his shoulder and fixing one eye 
on the exits. Weaver's former boss is not so settled. For Alan Drummond, Tourism was 
everything. Now, all he wants is to take revenge on the Chinese spymaster that 
exploded their operations from within. Weaver tries to persuade him to leave sleeping 
cells lie, but when Drummond disappears from a London hotel room, Weaver is 
sucked back down into his old life. Soon, Weaver is sifting through secrets, lies and 
misinformation. If his time as a Tourist has taught him anything, it's that nothing and 
no-one can be trusted - even within the CIA itself... 
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Valerio Varesi The Dark Valley: 
Commissario Soneri 
#2

Pb $19.99 $18.00 It is autumn in Parma. Commissario Soneri decides to escape the city to return to his 
home village in the Appenines for a much-needed holiday. He plans to spend the time 
hunting for mushrooms on the wooded slopes of Montelupo. The small and isolated 
village revolves around the fortunes of the Rodolfi family, salami manufacturers for 
generations. Its patriarch, the gifted Palmiro, runs a tight ship, but behind the scenes, 
all is not well: his son, Paride, has other plans for his future. And then all of a sudden 
the family finds itself in the throes of a financial scandal, with worrying implications 
for the entire community. Soon afterwards a hiker discovers a decomposing body in 
the woods. After initial protestations, Soneri soon gives up all hope of a peaceful 
break. The complicated relationship he uncovers between Rodolfi and his son becomes 
all the more pertinent when he learns that his own father and Palmiro Ridolfi were 
once friends. 

Jacqueline 
Winspear

Leaving Everything 
Most Loved: Maisie 
Dobbs #10

Hb $39.95 $35.95 The year is 1933. Maisie Dobbs is contacted by an Indian gentleman who has come to 
England in the hopes of finding out who killed his sister two months ago. Scotland 
Yard failed to make any arrest in the case, and there is reason to believe they failed to 
conduct a thorough investigation. The case becomes even more challenging when 
another Indian woman is murdered just hours before a scheduled interview. 
Meanwhile, unfinished business from a previous case becomes a distraction, as does a 
new development in Maisie's personal life.

Laura Alden Curse of the PTA: 
Beth Kennedy #4

Pb $13.50 $12.15 As the new PTA president, Beth Kennedy wants to make a difference in the lives of the 
students and faculty at Tarver Elementary. But with a killer on the loose, staying alive 
is the first order of business... With the book sales from their Story Project, the PTA 
has come into some money. Now they just have to decide how to spend it. With 
different factions vying for their own interests, Beth brings in financial consultant 
Dennis Halpern. But before they can come to a resolve, Dennis comes to his final end--
shot to death right in the school. With the doors to the building unlocked, virtually 
anyone could have done the deed. And they soon discover that Dennis had plenty of 
secrets. Now locals are whispering that the PTA is cursed, and it's up to Beth to catch 
the killer before she gets cashed out. 

Nancy Atherton Aunt Dimity and 
the Village Witch: 
Aunt Dimity #17

Pb $14.50 $13.05 When Amelia Thistle moves to Finch, her new neighbors welcome her with open arms-
and inquiring minds. Among them is Lori Shepherd, who isn't fooled by Amelia's 
unassuming persona. Amelia is, in fact, a world-famous artist with a rabid and eager-
to-stalk fan base. In order to keep peace in Finch, Lori must help Amelia conceal her 
identity. Amelia, meanwhile, sets about working on the riddle that brought her to 
town in the first place. A fragment of a family diary hints that one of Amelia's 
ancestors might have been Mistress Meg, the Mad Witch of Finch. Following the clue, 
Lori hunts through Finch's darkest and most secret corners, all the while dodging 
nosy neighbors and Amelia's frantic fans. With Aunt Dimity's otherworldly help, Lori 
inches closer to the true story of Mistress Meg-and Amelia. 

Barbara Allan Antiques Disposal: 
Trash 'n Treasure 
#6

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Storage wars erupt when Brandy Borne and her suspiciously well-informed mother, 
Vivian, win an abandoned storage unit's mystery contents. The good news is a rare 
vintage cornet. The bad news is the recently stowed body of Big Jim Bob, Vivian's 
former tipster. Even worse, an intruder steals into the Borne home to meet out some 
ruff justice to Brandy's ferociously fluffy shih tzu, Sushi, while making off with the 
heirloom horn. When the sleuthing duo finds another stashed victim, the hunt is on 
for a corpse-hoarding killer who's trying to blow Taps for all concerned. 

COSY CRIME
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Connie Archer A Broth of Betrayal: 
Soup Lovers #2

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Even a town called Snowflake, Vermont, has a summer season. In August, Lucky 
Jamieson's By the Spoonful serves chilled soups - celery and green onion, cream of 
asparagus - and salads. The shop also serves as a gathering place to talk about cold-
blooded murder... A protest to stop the construction of an ugly car wash in the middle 
of the town's picturesque Village Green is interrupted by the discovery of a skeleton 
that may date back to the Revolutionary War. While the remains pose a historical 
mystery, a present-day murder shakes the town to its core when local auto mechanic 
Harry Hodges is found dead in his shop. Straining the patience of Chief of Police Nate 
Edgerton, Lucky soon finds herself in the soup again when her dear friend Elizabeth, 
the Mayor of Snowflake, goes missing. No matter how much trouble she has to stir up, 
Lucky is determined to use her noodle to uncover a killer and recover her friend... 

Ella Barrick The Homicide 
Hustle: Ballroom 
Dance #3

Pb $13.50 $12.15 One of them has been eliminated... permanently. The traveling TV dance show, 
Ballroom with the B-Listers, is coming to Washington, D.C., and ballroom dancer Stacy 
Graysin is first in line to participate. Not only will the publicity propel Graysin 
Motion, Stacy's dance studio, into the limelight, but the prize money could help offset 
her looming debt. Plus, Stacy's teen idol, heartthrob Zane Savage, specifically 
requested to be her partner. But the whirlwind reality contest stumbles when the 
show's coproducer, Tessa King, is found dead in the Potomac River. All the clues point 
to Tessa being murdered - and the suspects are the contestants and crew of B-Listers. 
Now Zane and the rest of the B-Listers must promenade back to fame, and Stacy will 
need to hustle to maintain her reputation, win the competition, and catch a killer. 

Joelle 
Charbonneau

End Me a Tenor: 
Glee Club #2

Pb $13.50 $12.15 It's the holiday season, and high school show choir coach Paige Marshall may be on 
the verge of her first big break as an opera singer. But she probably shouldn't quit her 
day job just yet... A part to kill for Singing in a production of the Messiah and 
rehearsing her show choir for a holiday concert may be more than Paige can Handel. 
Not only does she have to contend with the overblown ego of world-renowned tenor 
David Richard, she now has to quickly revamp the show choir's number, since not one 
but two other high schools are performing the same song for the quickly approaching 
competition season. The tempestuous tenor may have a voice to die for, but when he 
drops dead during rehearsal after drinking poisoned water, Paige has to compose 
herself and once again solo as a sleuth to find a killer who's no choirboy. 

J J Cook That Old Flame of 
Mine: Sweet Pepper 
Fire Brigade#1

Pb $13.50 $12.15 After knocking the lights out of her boyfriend when she catches him cheating on her, 
Chicago fire fighter Stella Griffin hops on her Harley and heads for Sweet Pepper, 
Tennessee, where she ends up becoming the small town's fire chief. When her dear 
friend Tory Lambert dies after her gingerbread-style house is set ablaze, Stella 
suspects arson and foul play. As Stella investigates, she gets help from a most unlikely 
source - the ghost of Eric Gamlyn, Sweet Pepper's old fire chief. And if that isn't 
enough to rattle her, attractive police officer John Trump seems to have taken an 
interest in her. But Stella's got to stay focused if she hopes to smoke out a killer before 
her own life is extinguished. 

Isis Crawford A Catered St 
Patricks Day: 
Mystery with 
Recipes #8

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Gastronomical dream team sisters Bernadette and Libby Simmons, owners of A Little 
Taste of Heaven Catering, are thrust into a Celtic knot of malice and mayhem when a 
special St. Patrick's Day celebration goes awry. For most people in town, St. Paddy's 
Day means good food, great music, and plenty of Guinness. But when Mike Sweeney's 
body is discovered floating atop a vat of green beer, the celebrating comes to an 
abrupt end. The prime suspect is the Simmons sisters' best customer, Bree 
Nottingham, but Bernie and Libby don't think so. What about Bree's brother, who is 
known for his hot temper and love of drink? Then there's the Corned Beef and 
Cabbage Club, a group with more buried history than the Emerald Isle itself. Every 
one of them has a motive to sing Sweeney his last Irish lullaby. The situation is boiling 
over and if Bernie and Libby don't figure out what really happened to Sweeney soon, 
the killer could strike again. 
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Waverly Curtis Chihuahua 
Confidential: 
Barking Detective 
#2

Pb $13.50 $12.15 When novice P.I. Geri Sullivan first heard her adopted Chihuahua talk, she thought 
she'd gone barking mad. But it turns out Pepe is a savvy sleuth-and if he has his way, 
he'll soon be a bone-a-fido celebrity, too, as Pepe and Geri are Hollywood-bound to 
star in the reality show Dancing with Dogs. So far, so bueno. Then Nigel St. Nigel, the 
judge everyone loves to hate, becomes the judge someone wanted dead. Pepe and Geri 
are hot on a killer's heels but between perfecting the paso doble and protecting Pepe's 
Pomeranian lady love, both have their paws full. If Pepe's new status as a Beverly Hills 
Chihuahua goes to his head, it may be the last waltz for Geri's crime-biting compadre. 

Mary Daheim The Wurst is Yet to 
Come: Bed and 
Breakfast #27

Pb $12.99 $11.70 The charming Hillside Manor is the perfect B&B for a few days of R&R. Okay, so it also 
features the occasional corpse or two. But is a small body count really any reason for 
the state to yank Judith McMonigle Flynn's innkeeper's license?Exhausted from 
answering the nosy critics from the state B&B association, Judith needs a change of 
scenery. Volunteering to help out at the State B&B booth during Oktoberfest is just the 
opportunity she's looking for. But before the beer begins flowing, Judith finds a dead 
body. Unfortunately, Judith's reputation has preceded her, and the local police chief 
wants her help. So Judith hits on a brilliant idea: her cousin Renie will pose as the 
sleuth. Now, what could possibly go wrong? 

Sarah Graves Dead Level: Home 
Repair is Homicide 
#15

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Driving to a cottage in the Maine woods with her best friend, Ellie White, Jacobia Jake 
Tiptree has a challenging week ahead of her. She bet her husband that she could finish 
building the cottage porch in only a few days - a lofty goal for even the craftiest home 
renovator. But as Jake and Ellie set to work, they soon realize that they're not alone. 
Dewey Hooper, a recently escaped convict, is watching them. Jake's testimony got him 
sent away for murder years ago and here, in the remote wilderness, he can exact his 
revenge. Tough as nails and not afraid to defend themselves, Jake and Ellie are 
determined to keep their wits about them - to prevent the quaint little cottage from 
turning into the ultimate death trap. 

G McKevett Buried in 
Buttercream: 
Savannah Reid #17

Pb $13.50 $12.15 Every wedding hits a snag or two... those simple little mishaps that you laugh about 
later. So Savannah and her fiance, Dirk, take it in stride when their planned wedding 
hall is damaged by a major brush fire. They chuckle at their bad fortune when location 
number two disappears under a massive mudslide. Hey, what the heck? It's southern 
California. But on the morning of the thrice-planned nuptials, their wedding planner 
is killed. And Savannah and Dirk are starting to wonder if marital bliss is in the cards 
for them. Who has time to cut a cake or go on a honeymoon? They have a cold-
blooded murder to solve. 

Jenn McKinlay Going, Going, 
Ganache: Cupcake 
Bakery #5

Pb $13.50 $12.15 After a cupcake-flinging fiasco at a photo shoot for a local magazine, Melanie Cooper 
and Angie DeLaura agree to make amends by hosting a week-long corporate boot 
camp at Fairy Tale Cupcakes. The idea is the brainchild of billionaire Ian Hannigan, 
new owner of Southwest Style - a lifestyle magazine that chronicles the lives of 
Scottsdale's rich and famous. He's assigned his staff to a team-building week of 
making cupcakes for charity. It's clear that the staff would rather be doing just about 
anything other than frosting baked goods. But when the magazine's creative director 
is found murdered outside the bakery, Mel and Angie have a new team-building 
exercise - find the killer before their business goes AWOL. 
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Catriona 
McPherson

Dandy Gilver and a 
Bothersome 
Number of Corpses: 
Dandy Gilver #7

Pb $22.99 $20.70 Before she was a detective, before she was a reluctant wife and distracted mother, 
before she was even a debutante, Dandy Gilver spent one perfect summer with the 
Lipscotts of Pereford. The golden memories of it have sustained her through many a 
cold snap in Perthshire. So when two of the Lipscott sisters beg her to help the third, 
she can hardly refuse. Sweet, pretty Fleur Lipscott: where is she now? The astonishing 
answer to this is that Fleur - still Miss Lipscott, indeed more Miss Lipscott than ever - 
is buried alive in the tiny seaside village of Portpatrick, working as a schoolmistress at 
St Columba's College for Young Ladies. But she is one of the few remaining, for St 
Columba's has been shedding mistresses as a snake its skins and the exodus is far 
from over. With mistresses vanishing and corpses mounting up, can Mrs Gilver, 
detective, pass herself off as Miss Gilver, English mistress, to solve the one and stop 
the other? 

Leslie Meier Chocolate Covered 
Murder: Lucy Stone 
#19

Pb $13.50 $12.15 As a reporter for the Pennysaver, Lucy is assigned a puff piece on upscale Chanticleer's 
Chocolates. But when a local fisherman drowns suspiciously, Lucy's certain her 
investigative skills could be put to better use. Everyone is shocked when Fern's 
Famous Fudge loses its status as 'Best Candy on the Coast' to Chanticleer's pricey 
newfangled confections. And Lucy soon discovers sultry store manager Tamzin Graves 
is only too eager to serve her male clientele. Leaving a throng of jealous women in her 
wake, it's almost no surprise when Tamzin is the next to turn up dead, covered in 
chocolate. Could a bitter ex-wife be behind the crimes? As Lucy closes in on the 
culprit, she may find herself locked in the clutches of a half-baked killer... 

Dorothy St 
James

Oak and Dagger: 
White House 
Gardener #3

Pb $13.50 $12.15 When it comes to gardening, Cassandra Casey Calhoun isn't afraid to get her hands 
dirty. But when it comes to murder, she's not the kind of gal to let any killer get away 
clean... Despite cooler fall temperatures in Washington, D.C., tempers flare at the 
White House when important historical documents go missing from the curator's 
office and the gardeners are blamed. As if that isn't bad enough, Casey has started 
receiving death threats, the president's pooch is digging unsightly holes all over the 
South Lawn, and the curator has been found dead. All evidence for the murder points 
to Gordon Sims, the chief gardener. His fingerprints are on the murder weapon, and 
witnesses saw him arguing with the curator shortly before her death. With the help of 
Special Agent Jack Turner, her reluctant sidekick and new flame, Casey works to clear 
Gordon's name. Along the way she finds herself in a deadly race against time to 
discover if there's a link between the stolen papers, the dog's holes in the South Lawn, 
and a rumored two-hundred-year-old treasure - before the killer strikes again...

Rory Clements The Heretics: John 
Shakespeare #5

Tp $32.99 $29.70 England may have survived the Armada threat of 1588, but when Spanish galleys land 
troops in Cornwall on a lightning raid seven years later, is it a dry-run for a new 
invasion? Revenge for the sacking of Spanish shipping and ports? A warning shot to 
Drake and Hawkins? Or is there, perhaps, a more sinister motive? The Queen is 
speechless with rage at Spain's temerity. Sir Robert Cecil demands answers. But as 
John Shakespeare tries to get a grip on events, England's secret defences begin to 
unravel as one by one his network of spies is horribly murdered. But what has all this 
to do with Thomasyn Jade, a girl driven to the edge of madness by the foul rituals of 
exorcism? And what is the link to a group of priests held prisoner in the bleak 
confines of Wisbech Castle? 

Lindsey Davis The Ides of April: 
Flavia Albia #1

Tp $29.99 $27.00 Albia Falco, daughter of the celebrated private investigator Marcus Didius Falco, is 
living a reclusive life. As a widow in ancient Rome, she possesses status, mystery, 
independence. When a local woman dies unexpectedly, Albia's suspicions are aroused - 
her conviction that the death was in fact murder soon becomes confirmed as mayhem 
erupts on the streets of Rome. Unable to resist pursuing the killer, Albia becomes 
caught in a web of personal betrayal, emotional deceit and psychological duplicity. 

HISTORICAL CRIME
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David Dickinson Death at the Jesus 
Hospital: Francis 
Powerscourt #11

Pb $22.99 $20.70 Three men are found with their throats cut, and all are connected in some way to an 
ancient City of London livery company, the Silkworkers. Lord Powerscourt has no 
shortage of suspects or suspicions. The first victim had shadowy links with the Secret 
Service. The second had wiped fifteen years out of his own past. The third, a man who 
collected women at church during Christmas Carol services, had been threatened by 
angry husbands and disinherited sons. All the victims had been opposed to the 
reorganization of the Silkworkers' finances and, interestingly, Sir Peregrine Fishborne, 
the head of the Silkworkers, was present just before each victim's death. Lord knows 
that the key to solving the mystery lies in the strange markings found on the bodies, 
which no coroners can identify. 

S G Maclean The Devil's Recruit: 
Alexander Seaton 
#4

Tp $27.99 $25.20 1635, and Europe is in the grip of the brutal territorial and religious struggle of the 
Thirty Years' War. Fear stalks the town of Aberdeen as a ship recruiting for the wars 
lies at anchor in the river mouth. A sinister figure watches from the shadows as 
apprehension grows and culminates in the disappearance of the son of a Highland 
chief - a student of Alexander Seaton. When the frozen body of a young woman is 
found in the garden of a prominent citizen, Alexander becomes more deeply 
embroiled. He realises that the figure in the shadows is known to him and has come 
for him. He can hide from his past no longer. 

D E Meredith Devoured: Hatton 
and Roumande #1

Pb $17.99 $16.20 London in 1856 is gripped by a frightening obsession. The specimen-collecting craze is 
growing, and discoveries in far-off jungles are reshaping the known world in terrible 
and unimaginable ways. When the glamorous Lady Bessingham is found murdered in 
her bedroom, surrounded by her vast collection of fossils and tribal masks, Professor 
Adolphus Hatton and his morgue assistant Albert Roumande are called in to examine 
the crime scene - and the body. In the new and suspicious world of forensics and 
autopsy examinations, Hatton and Roumande are the best. But the crime scene is not 
confined to one room. In their efforts to help the infamous Scotland Yard detective 
Inspector Adams track down the Lady's killer, Hatton and Roumande uncover a trail of 
murders connected to a packet of seditious letters that, if published, would change the 
face of society and religion irrevocably. 

Anne Perry Midnight at Marble 
Arch: Thomas Pitt 
#28

Pb $19.99 $18.00 It is 1896, and Thomas Pitt is in charge of Special Branch. He is beginning to 
understand the power he now commands, but is still ill at ease at the glittering events 
he and his wife Charlotte must attend. During a lavish party at the Spanish Embassy, a 
policeman breaks into Pitt's conversation with investor Rawdon Quixwood to break 
the terrible news that Quixwood's wife, Catherine, has been viciously assaulted at 
their home, and left for dead. Worse still, it appears that the assailant was someone 
she had trusted as she opened the door to the attacker herself. At the same party, 
Charlotte sees Angeles Castelbranco, an ambassador's daughter, flinch in fear at the 
teasing of some young men. A few days later, Angeles flees from the same group and, 
in her terror, falls from a window - what could have caused her to take that fatal 
step? Pitt and his friend Victor Narraway vow to uncover the unspoken truth behind 
these two women's deaths. But as they investigate, deception and violence get ever 
nearer and danger is only ever one step away... 

Attilio Bolzoni White Shotgun: The 
Sicilian Mafia in 
Their Own Words

Pb $24.99 $22.50 Lupara bianca' is an Italian term that refers to a Mafia-style killing, in which no trace 
of the victim can be found. For thirty years, prize-winning Sicilian journalist Attilio 
Bolzoni has reported on the shadowy activities of Cosa Nostra. Now, for the first time, 
he has collected together a powerful anthology of rare interviews, court proceedings 
and transcripts of phone taps that together capture the essence of this most hidden of 
secret societies. From the 'traditional' Mafia of the early 20th Century to the 'Maxi' 
show-trials of the 1980s and beyond, White Shotgun is both a history of modern 
Sicilian crime, and a book about the twisted logic and language of Cosa Nostra. From 
the most humble of foot soldiers to famous pentiti and top-level Bosses, this is a 
portrait of the men who live by a code of silence - in their own words. 

TRUE CRIME
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Paul French Badlands: Decadent 
Playground of Old 
Peking

Hb $19.99 $18.00 Through portraits of eight White Russians, Americans and Europeans who lived and 
worked in the Badlands in the 1920s and '30s, Paul French brings the area and its era 
vividly to life. A small warren of narrow hutongs, the Badlands sat just inside the 
eastern flank of the Tartar Wall, which at that time enclosed the old Imperial City of 
Peking. Its habitues were a mix of the good, the bad and the poor unfortunates, 
among them the fiery brothel madams Brana Shazker and Rosie Gerbert; the pimp 
Saxsen, who had no regard for the women he exploited; the young prostitutes Marie 
and Peggy, whose dreadful working lives drove them into madness and addiction. 
There was the cabaret dancer Tatiana Korovina, a White Russian girl who did not 
succumb to the vice of the district but instead left China to lead a happy life. There 
was the American Joe Knauf, who dealt violence and fear as well as drugs, and finally 
the enigmatic Shura Giraldi, who was the uncrowned King of the Badlands. The result 
is a short but potent account of a time and a place until now largely forgotten, but 
here rendered unforgettable. 

Magnus Linton Cocaina: A Book on 
Those Who Make It

Tp $29.95 $26.95 When Colombia's 'King of Cocaine', Pablo Escobar, was killed, the world thought the 
cocaine industry would crumble. But ten years later the country's production had 
almost quadrupled, and for the last decade Colombia has produced more than 60 per 
cent of all the cocaine consumed in the world. The drug is both a curse and a 
salvation for Colombians. Farmers grow coca for cash but fear discovery. Families 
must co-operate with drug-funded guerrillas or go on the run. Destitute teens become 
trained killers for a quick buck, in a ruthless underworld where few survive for long. 
At the same time, tension grows between Colombia's right-wing government and its 
socialist neighbours in Latin America. With the failed US war on drugs playing into 
this geopolitical brew, the future of cocaine is about more than what happens to 
street dealers and their customers. Based on three years of research and more than 
100 interviews with growers, traffickers, assassins, refugees, police, politicians, and 
drug tourists, Cocaína is exceptional – a brilliant work of journalism, and an insight 
into one of the world's most troubling industries. 

M William 
Phelps

Kiss of the She-
Devil

Pb $13.50 $12.15 When librarian Martha Gail Fulton was gunned down in a Michigan parking lot on a 
quiet evening, there were two obvious suspects - Gail's husband George, a former 
military officer... and George's mistress, the flashy businesswoman Donna Kay Trapani. 
Police were baffled to find that both had ironclad alibis. Yet evidence showed the 
shooter, a male, had an accomplice - a mystery woman. Now, M. William Phelps 
recounts the compelling real-life drama of a twisted love triangle that ended in bloody 
murder, and the riveting investigation that brought to light a master manipulator's 
trail of deadly deceit. 
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